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Mission: Recess & Results® strives to touch the lives of children worldwide, 

leaving a lasting positive impact through entertaining and fun wellness activities 

in a safe and inspiring environment. Recess & Results® teaches the importance of 

an active lifestyle and whole food based diet through “recess (play)”, 

establishing healthy lifestyle patterns at an early age, leading to lifelong 

wellness and overall success… RESULTS!  

 
  

 

http://www.recessandresults.com/
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Before you begin:  
 

Welcome to Recess & Results®; Thank you for joining our team! We are glad you are a part of our fight against 

childhood obesity and the problem of overweight in America. A few things to remember: 

 Our classes are designed to keep kids active as well as to educate them on how to live a healthy life outside 

of this class. Please prepare fully for each class PRIOR to the start of class.  Know the lesson for the day and 

arrive full of energy!  

 You are the professional.  While Recess & Results® provides the basic formats and guidelines for class, each 

group of kids is different.  Thus, use your own adaptive creative abilities when leading Recess & Results® 

classes. The goal is to make certain all participants get as much out of each session as they possibly can.   

 Obtain and review health history forms for each participant PRIOR to the first day of class.  Pay close 

attention for asthma, diabetes, and other limitations.  Use professional judgment for doctor’s clearance 

that may be required for participation.  Any questions should be directed to your Recess & Results® 

representative BEOFRE the first class date. 

 Each class begins with a warm-up in the form of an obstacle course for the children to move through. 

Encourage children who arrive early to begin the course, therefore creating an upbeat energy from the 

moment participants walk into class. Be creative and have fun with the design of the obstacle courses. The 

goal in using this every class is to remain consistent so that children know what to expect each day and can 

jump in as soon as they arrive.  However, participants should not complete the exact same obstacle course 

each session; although it can be similar, it should vary a bit from class to class allowing for new challenges 

and movements.  

 Each class includes an educational component.  You are the professional and expert.  Understand the 

lesson and be prepared to teach it / answer questions from children and parents before and / or after class. 

 Remember to stress the importance of staying hydrated, especially when active, but outside class as well!  

Bodies need water! There is no good substitute for pure water.  

 Copies of emergency contact information forms for class participants will be provided to you by partnering 

location representative.  These forms should be placed in a folder and remain in your possession during all 

class sessions. 

 You are the role model for the children you are leading; “walk the talk” and set the example of healthy 

lifestyle choices.  

 Every day is a GREAT day!!  Come to each and every class full of energy, with a smile, and ready to have 

fun!  You will learn just as much from your class as they will learn from you.  Be open, flexible, and most of 

all… HAVE FUN!   

 

Class Rules 

1. Always try your best. 

2. Respect yourself and others at all times. We are all friends; no hitting, pushing, name calling, or 

being mean.  

3. No talking when the teacher is talking.  

4. Have FUN!! 
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Instructor Information for Discipline techniques and policies 

Class rules are for the children, but we expect all our instructors to be good examples of these rules by 
following them just as closely as we would want the children to.  
 

1. If a child is acting up and/or being disruptive, gently remind them of the rules and ask them if they 
would be willing to try their best to follow them and focus on the activity.  

2. If a child has been reminded two or three times to try their best and they are still having difficulty 
staying focused, you can kindly ask them to take a break on the sidelines for one minute to help them 
refocus. After one minute, ask them if they are ready to rejoin the group and have fun – if they 
respond “yes” eagerly welcome them back to the group! If they should respond “no” do not force 
them to rejoin, tell them they can come back as soon as they are ready.  

3. If a child has hurt another child physically, make sure the victim is ok first and take care of any first aid 
that may be necessary.  

4. Once that is attended to, gently remind the child who hurt someone that it is not respectful to hurt 
others and ask them to take a break on the side for one minute. After one minute, ask the child if they 
are ready to rejoin the class, be respectful and try their best. If they respond “yes” – welcome them 
back into the group. Should they respond “no” – tell them you are ready for them to join as soon as 
they are ready. At the end of class, notify both parents of the incident and encourage them to talk with 
their kids about what happened and how to be respectful to others, even when others hurt us.  

5. If you feel a child is causing too much of a disruption in class repeatedly after talking with them and 
their parents, or you feel a child is a threat to others safety, please speak with a director immediately. 
We also encourage you to write any instances in your teacher notes at the end of each class to keep a 
record of the number of times and what was happening.  
 

All Youth Movement Instructors and assistants are expected to:  

1. Be respectful at all times to everyone. 

2. Treat each child the same. 

3. Be energetic and upbeat, even when you are having a bad day! A smile can work wonders =) 

4. Always do your best.  

5. Ask for help when you need it.  

6. Communicate problems with your partnering facility promptly.  

7. Be willing to share ideas with others to improve the program for all participants.  

8. Be prepared and early for each class.  

9. Be willing to improvise when necessary. 

Procedures for an unknown person picking up a child:  

1. If you have a note from the parent, check the person's photo ID to make sure it matches.  

2. If you do not have notification from the parent, ask the individual to wait until the end of class when the 

other children are all gone and then use the phone to call the parent and check with them.  

3. Never let a child leave with a person you are unfamiliar with until you have asked questions and double 

checked. Safety of the children comes 1st only before having FUN!!! 

4. Always have your binder containing the children’s' emergency information with you. 
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Class 1 – Healthy Habit #1: EXERCISE! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle course equipment 

 Upbeat music 

 Hula Hoops 

 Carpet squares or masking tape 

 

Objective: Children will be introduced to the concept of what a habit is. The idea that exercise is a good and healthy 

habit, beneficial to their overall health will be stressed. Children will also be given the opportunity to participate in 

moderate to vigorous age appropriate physical activities. 

Introduction (7 min) – You’ll want to get to know your class this first day. Start off by introducing yourself to each child 

and their family as they arrive. Have name tags ready to give to each child as they arrive (these can be the sticker kind 

that will need to be replaced each day, or something on a string they can wear around their neck). When it’s time for 

class to start gather the children in a circle; “Welcome to Recess & Results ® everyone! I am so glad you joined me 

today! We are going to have a great time getting to know our bodies and learning how to care for them through exercise 

and eating healthy. Right now we are going to take a moment to get to know each other’s names. When I roll the ball to 

you, say your name and then roll it back to me.  I like super names best so I am going to be BOUNCING BETH because 

that describes an active and healthy person.  You can use a super name too.” Allow everyone to create a super name.   

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) Next explain that you will begin each class with a warm up activity to get everyone’s blood 

moving.  “Does anyone know how to play the game Follow the Leader? Great! We are going to use this game to warm-

up today. For those who haven’t played just do what I do and have fun!”  Play follow the leader through the obstacle 

course you created before class began.  Add challenges to keep the obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close 

attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges 

include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and go the opposite direction, slow motion again, 

etc.  When you are ready to begin stretches have the children follow you into a circle and lead them through stretches of 

all major muscle groups making sure to name each muscle you are stretching. Then ask the children to repeat the name 

to help them learn more about their bodies. (hamstrings, quads, biceps, triceps, deltoids and abs) Be sure to also talk 

with the class during this time about the importance of stretching our muscles to keep our bodies strong and healthy. 

Explain and review class rules.   

Water Break (stress the importance of being hydrated, remind children to bring their water bottles every class!) 

Mini-Education (3 min): Friends, today we are going to talk about habits. Does anyone know what it means when I say I 

want to make exercising a habit in my life? Those are all good answers. Choosing to make an activity part of our 

everyday life means we are making that activity a habit. Some people have a habit of taking their dog for a walk every 

day. Some may make a habit of drinking coffee each morning with their breakfast – do any of your parents do that? 

Yeah, mine too! Some habits are not helpful. What if we were in the habit of watching TV all day, every day; does that 

sound like a good habit? NO! What if we were in the habit of eating candy every morning for breakfast; does that sound 

like a good habit? NO! How about if we were in the habit of playing with our friends at the park; does that sound like a 

good habit? YES! And what if each time we were at the park with our friends, we drank water and had a piece of fruit for 

a snack; does that sound like a good habit? YES! Habits become part of our daily lives. Some are good, and some are not 

so good. Exercising our bodies by moving them around and playing with our friends and family is a good habit. Let’s all 

try to make a habit of exercising every day! You can do this by playing at the park, going for a walk with your family, 

playing outside with your friends, dancing in your living room, by riding your bike and by doing so many other fun things! 
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We are going to get some exercise right now as we play some fun games I have planned for you today – does that sound 

like a good idea?? Great! Let’s get up and move!  

Main Activities (25 min): 

Tunnel Tag: This is played like regular tag, but when a child gets caught they must stand frozen with their feet wider than 

their shoulders, creating a “tunnel” with their legs.  Someone else has to climb under their legs to “free” them and allow 

them to run again. Make sure to change who “it” is frequently.  Include yourself as “it”, and /or use a pair of “it’s” to 

encourage teamwork.  Have the “it” call out the name of an unhealthy snack as they tag their friends. Then as someone 

goes under their legs to free them, they call out a healthy snack that helps them keep their body moving!  The goal is to 

try to get everyone frozen at the same time.  **NOTE: this age group will have more fun running to avoid being frozen 

than they will concentrate on getting everyone frozen at once.   

 

*Recess Review: Friends, this is a great game to play with your family in the back yard or with your friends at the park! 

Did you all have fun playing it right now? Great! I did too! We were exercising our bodies by running around having fun 

with our friends. Keeping our bodies healthy is that simple; all we have to do is play! Let’s play some more right now! 

Water Break 

 

Silly Circuits: Scatter hula hoops about 5 feet apart throughout the room, one per child. Have each child stand in a hoop 

and perform one exercise of your choice (mountain climbers, jumping jacks, frog hops, running man, hop in and out, etc) 

but in a “silly” fashion. Then play some music and instruct the children run / dance around the hoops (but not in them) 

until the music stops.  When the music stops, shout out an exercise.  The children must race to a hoop and perform that 

exercise (again with their own “silly” twist) until the music begins again. Encourage the kids to explore their bodily 

movements by being as silly as they can (you should be “silly” too in order to demonstrate what this looks like for the 

kids). Repeat as many times as you want! Laughter should be loud in this silly circuit.   

Musical Body: Find a way to give each player a designated spot on the floor and be sure to spread them out around the 

entire playing area (you could using masking tape to make Xs on the floor, carpet squares, etc.) Have all the children 

stand on their spot. At your signal (and when the music begins) they will begin to move around the room in some 

creative way (called out by you; ie “Ready, set, crawl!” or “Ready, set, walk fast!”) When the music stops, children run 

back to their original spot as you call out the name of a body part; they must put that body part on their spot. (Example: 

Everyone has returned to their spaces and you call out “shoulder” or “deltoid”, all children must bend down to put their 

shoulder on their spot) This is a great way to teach/review the names of body parts, bones, and / or muscles. Keep the 

game going with new movements and new body parts for as long as they are having fun.  

 

*Recess Review: You all did a great job learning the parts of your body during the last game. It is important for us to 

learn about our bodies. The more we know about our bodies, the better we can take care of them and keep them 

healthy. I’m proud of how you all have been exercising your bodies today and having fun doing it! When we exercise it is 

very important to drink lots of water; let’s all take a break for a drink now and then play one more game to cool down.  

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min) “The Hokey Pokey” - Before beginning the Hokey Pokey review with the children their right 

and left sides. Lead the children in a round of the Hokey Pokey (using music if you have it) then have them follow your 

movements as you stretch all those muscles again while reviewing their names.  

Wrap-Up (3 min): Class I had a great time learning and playing with you today! We talked about making exercise a habit 

in our lives to keep our bodies healthy. How many of you are going to try to exercise every day? That is great! 
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Remember exercise can and should be FUN!!! When we have fun making exercise a healthy habit in our lives we are 

taking a big step in keeping our bodies healthy. Have a great day and I’ll see you all back here soon! 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know that when we exercise our bodies it is not only good for our muscles and bones, but it is 

good for our brain as well?? It’s true! Getting the right amount of exercise will help us think more clearly so we can learn 

more and be really smart!  
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Class 2 – Healthy Habit #1: EXERCISE! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Parachute 

 A few balls, smaller in size for the parachute 

 

Objective: The discussion about healthy habits, in particular regular exercise, will be continued. Children will be given 

many examples of how every day activities can be exercise.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – As each child arrives, be sure to greet them personally and give them their name tag. 

Invite them to start going through the obstacle course you created before class as they come in – it’s ok if they don’t do 

each step just as you planned, as long as they are moving. Once all the children have arrived add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc. When you are ready to begin stretches have the children follow you 

into a circle and lead them through stretches of all major muscle groups making sure to name each muscle you are 

stretching. Then ask the children to repeat the name to help them learn more about their bodies. (hamstrings, quads, 

biceps, triceps, deltoids and abs) Be sure to also talk with the class during this time about the importance of stretching 

our muscles to keep our bodies strong and healthy.  Explain and review class rules.   

Water Break (Remember that water is so important for our bodies! Drink lots of water every day.) 

 

Mini-Education (5 min): Welcome back everyone! I’m so glad you joined me today! We are going to continue our talk 

about healthy habits. Who can remember what it means to make something a habit? That’s good! It means we do the 

same thing every day – like taking our dog for a walk, having milk with our breakfast, brushing our teeth, or playing with 

our friends. These things become habits when we do them each day. Exercising our bodies every day is a very healthy 

habit. Does anyone have any fun ideas on how we can exercise our bodies every day? (Allow time for several students to 

answer). These are great ideas!!! (Riding bikes, taking a walk, going swimming, going on a hike with your family, playing 

at the park, playing kick ball outside in the yard, roller skating, dancing in the living room, walking the dog, having a race, 

etc.) I know one more way we can get some exercise into our day; come to Recess and play with our friends!!!! How 

about we get up and play some fun games right now? Great! Let’s get to it!! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Red Light/Green Light: On the command “Green Light” everyone runs around the room, on the command “Red Light” 

everyone has to freeze! Add in “Yellow Light” and make everyone move very slowly! You can also add in different types 

of movements such as skipping, jumping, crab walk, etc.  Practice this a few times.  Now play the game with healthy / 

unhealthy choices.  If the choice is healthy – it’s a green light.  If the choice is unhealthy – it’s a red light.  Green light 

examples include Dancing, swimming, riding bikes, walking dogs, tag, brushing teeth.  Red light options include: 

smoking, McDonalds, hours of TV, all day video games.  You can also play this with food choices.   

 

*Recess Review: You all did fabulous freezing for the unhealthy choices! Did you know that when we make unhealthy 

choices each day it slows our bodies down? To keep our bodies working at their best we need to keep them moving with 

exercise, eat healthy food, and get a good night’s sleep every day! Water is important for our bodies as well. Everyone 

get a drink and come back for our next game.  
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Water Break 

Jaws:  Everyone sits on the floor in a circle holding the parachute stretched out with his or her legs underneath it. 

Explain to everyone that the chute is the sea and the children are sitting on the beach, happily dipping their toes in the 

water.  (Have the children dip their toes).  Now ask the children to go for a little swim, moving their arms in swimming 

motions while still seated.  “Oh no, all that swimming created big waves in the ocean!”  Have the children shake the 

edges of the chute to create “waves”. Once the waves are going well, select someone to be a shark. The selected child 

will then disappear under the chute. They move around underneath and because of the waves it will be difficult to see 

where they are. You continue to talk, telling a story about the shark.  The “shark” chooses a victim and grabs him or her 

by the feet. The victim can give an appropriate scream before disappearing under the chute. This person now becomes a 

new shark. To prolong the game you can have the original shark revert to being a bather - or to make it more lively you 

can have several sharks in there at once. To finish the game you can choose 'once a shark, always a shark' - so everyone 

eventually becomes a shark.  

Para-shuffle: Have the children stand still in a circle around the parachute, with each child holding the chute with both 

hands.  Now ask them to pretend their feet are stuck in a big pile of crazy glue!  OH NO!  Be creative and demonstrate 

what it looks like with feet stuck in glue.  Ask them to try to break free, encouraging stretching and moving in various 

directions, all while holding the parachute.   Now ask them to remain stuck, standing up straight and proud.  Next, ask 

the children to try to pass the parachute to the person next to them (simultaneously) using only their hands, thus getting 

the parachute to spin in a circle. Start slow and help the children cross their arms over each other in a motion that 

allows the parachute to continue moving.  Once they have it, see how fast they go.  Now can you go the other way?  

Great job!  The parachute will be spinning in a circle, but the children should all remain in the same spot.  Throw a few 

balls on the parachute and see if they spin too. 

 

*Recess Review: Who remembers what healthy habit we have been talking about today? That is right, our first healthy 

habit is exercise! Have you been having fun during our time together? Me too! Exercise is fun and it makes our bodies 

feel good. Make time each day to exercise so that it becomes a healthy habit in your life. Ask your family to join you; its 

good for everyone to be healthy! Everyone get a drink of water and then we have one more game to play today.  

Water Break 

 

Review/Repeat: Tunnel Tag from last class 

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min) “The Hokey Pokey” - Before beginning the Hokey Pokey review with the children their right 

and left sides. Lead the children in a round of the Hokey Pokey (using a music  if you have it) then have them follow your 

movements as you stretch all those muscles again while reviewing their names.  

Wrap-Up (1 min): What a great class! We talked about making exercise a habit in our lives by having fun playing games 

with our friends and family every day. We also played some fun games and exercised here! Great work everyone. Keep 

exercising everyday and the next time I see you we will talk about another healthy habit. Have a great day and 

remember to drink lots of water! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Exercising every day is a great way to keep our bodies from getting sick! Since exercising makes all the 

parts of our body strong, they can do a better job at fighting off germs and diseases that make us feel yucky. Isn’t that 

amazing? There are so many great reasons to exercise! Not to mention it is so much fun!!! 
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Class 3 – Healthy Habit #2: MAKE HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Healthy food cards and (if available) plastic representations of healthy food 

 Cones and hurdles 

 

Objective: The habit of making healthy food choices will be discussed. Healthy foods will be defined and several 

examples will be given. Children will engage in moderate to vigorous activity.   

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Hello class! I’m so excited to be here with you today to talk about making healthy food choices 

a habit in our lives. Remember that something becomes a habit when we do it again and again every day. Choosing to 

eat healthy foods is good for our bodies and will keep them strong, especially when we add this healthy habit to our first 

healthy habit. Does anyone remember what healthy habit we talked about the last time we were together? That’s right! 

We talked about exercising our bodies every day. You know something really cool? We can have more than one healthy 

habit!! It’s true! After today we will have two healthy habits to make a part of our day: exercising and making healthy 

food choices. Who knows some types of healthy food we can eat that will help make our bodies strong? (allow time for 

them to answer; encourage correct, healthy choices, and ask them to try again if they bring up anything that might not 

be healthy; fill in for them with variety and be sure to use the healthy play food / food cards as examples so they know 

what you are talking about). Great answers! Fruits, vegetables, milk, meat, and water are all good, healthy choices for 

our bodies; we should eat some of these every day to help make our bodies strong. Now we have two healthy habits; 

exercise and making healthy food choices. Who is going to go home and pick a healthy food for snack today? Great!!! 

Who is going to get up and join me for some fun exercise right now? Awesome; Let’s go! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Food Swap: Spread the food cards out on the floor, use the whole room for this. Instruct the children to each pick one 

food card to stand next to, one child per card. You will be the swap-maker. As the swap-maker, you will call out two 

names of food at a time and the children standing next to those foods will quickly swap places. (i.e. you call out apple 

and carrot, the children standing next to an apple will switch with those standing next to a carrot.) You can also play this 

using food groups or colors of food.  

Musical Snacks! Place four cones around the edge of the room to make a large playing area. Have the children help you 

place the laminated cards on the floor within the cones. Play music and have children walk around the cones. When the 

music stops, have each child find and sit on a healthy snack! If any of the children choose an unhealthy snack, ask them 

to rethink their decision and pick a new one. Mix the cards around and play again. Mix it up by having the children make 

their way around the room using different actions, for example skipping, jumping, frog hopping, hopping on one leg, 
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giant steps and tip toeing. Do as many things as you (and they) can come up with! Also, don’t be afraid to spread the 

pictures out some to allow the children more room for their creative movements! Use the whole gym/room if you can. 

Encourage each child as they make healthy choices! **Great job everyone!  You have a very important job to remember 

your favorite snack from today’s game and ask your mom to have it ready for your family at home ok?!    

 

*Recess Review: Wow! You are all really good at choosing healthy snacks! If you keep this up your bodies will grow 

strong and healthy. Having a healthy body helps us to fight off sickness and disease. Who likes to be sick? NO! Me either. 

It’s not fun to be sick. Making exercise and eating healthy food habits in our lives will help us stay well so we are not sick 

very often and so when we do get sick, our bodies can get better quickly. Let’s all take a quick break to get a drink of 

water and then come back for more games.  

Water Break 

 

Funny Farmers: Scatter all cones and hurdles throughout the room. Knock over half of the cones and hurdles so they are 

lying on their sides. Divide the class into two even groups: planters and harvesters. Explain that when the music begins 

the planters are to set up all the cones that are knocked over and the harvesters are to knock down the cones that are 

standing up. Switch roles after a minute or so. Encourage the groups to work together and find a method to beat the 

other team.  

Review/Repeat: Red Light, Green Light 

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Use a slow game of Head Shoulders Knees and Toes to cool the kids down today. Lead the 

children through stretches of all major muscles. Be sure to say the names of the muscles you are stretching, and have 

the children repeat them back to you.  

Wrap-Up (1 min): I had so much fun today – did you? That’s great, I’m glad you are all enjoying our times together. 

Today we learned a new healthy habit, what was it again? Oh that’s right, making healthy food choices like eating fruits 

and vegetables for a snack and drinking lots of water! Now we can add that to exercising every day and our bodies will 

start to feel great! Thanks for coming today everyone. I look forward to our next class when we can learn more about 

making healthy food choices and play some new fun games. Bye! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Peanuts were first grown in Africa and people there call them groundnuts! Peanuts or peanut butter 

can make a great healthy snack! 
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Class 4 – Healthy Habit #2: MAKE HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Healthy food cards or plastic representations of healthy food – especially vegetables 

 MyPryamid for kids poster(can be found at: http://teamnutrition.usda.gov/Resources/mpfk.html) 

 Hula Hoops 

 Large signs for each of the 5 food groups, 1 labeled “Exercise” (you may need 2 or 3 sets of these) 

 Bean Bags 

 Package of cheap paper plates (enough for each child to have 2) 

 Masking or blue painters tape 

 

Objective: Children will review what healthy food choices are and then compare them to choices that are not healthy. 

Participants will be given the opportunity to participate in moderate to vigorous physical activity.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Welcome back to Recess and Results friends! So glad you are here today. Who here made at 

least one healthy food choice today? Great job! Who has been exercising at home every day? That’s wonderful! Keep up 

the good work everyone! Our healthy habit this week is making healthy food choices. Let’s talk about what some healthy 

food choices are. I am going to name a food and I want you all to tell me if it is healthy or not healthy. Remember that 

healthy foods help our bodies grow strong, and foods that are not healthy don’t help us at all! So let’s get started. If I 

have carrots and celery for a snack, is that healthy or not healthy? Right! Carrots and celery are vegetables and are 

healthy for my body. If I have apple slices with peanut butter, is that healthy or not healthy? Good! That is also a healthy 

snack. What about eating spinach with my dinner? Yep! That’s healthy too. How about ordering French fries with my 

burger at the drive thru? No! Not very healthy. What if I eat ice cream with chocolate syrup on it for breakfast? Not 

healthy! Is eating a piece of chicken for dinner healthy? Yes! Is eating green beans healthy? Yes! Is eating candy bars 

healthy? No! Is eating cookies after every meal healthy? No! You all are very good at this! Remember that foods that are 

not healthy are ok to eat sometimes – we just should not eat them every day and should pick healthy foods before 

unhealthy foods whenever we can – ok? OK! Now, we have talked about our habit of making healthy food choices – 

what was that other healthy habit? Oh yes, exercise!!!! Making healthy food choices gives our bodies lots of energy so 

we can move them around as we exercise!  

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Capture the Veggie: Using your laminated food cards (or plastic food pieces), have about 4 or 5 children at a time hold a 

card with a vegetable on it. Play the music and instruct the children to begin. Children without a card must catch a child 

http://teamnutrition.usda.gov/Resources/mpfk.html
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holding a card; then they become the “veggie” and try not to get captured. Remind children to “catch” their friends 

gently by placing a hand on their shoulder. NO hitting or grabbing cards from our friends.  

 

Water Break 

*Recess Review: Wow, that was fun! Capturing veggies in real life is good for our bodies and can be fun too when we 

think of creative ways to eat them. Have any of you ever heard of MyPyramid? Well it is a tool we can use to know what 

foods are healthy and how many of each type of food we should be eating each day. I have one here for us to look at. 

You can see that there are five major groups: fruits, vegetables, meat and beans, milk, and grains. If you ever need some 

help deciding if your food choice is healthy or unhealthy, you can look at this chart. We are going to play a game using 

this chart and the food groups on it to help us remember healthy food choices.  

 

Bean Bag Pyramid Toss: On the ground in the center of your play area, arrange 2 sets of 6 hula hoops in the shape of a 

pyramid (you can make more if you have a large class). Put one food group sign in each hoop and include food cards to 

help the children identify each group more readily; the 6th hoop, placed at the top, should be labeled “Exercise”. Divide 

the class into 2 teams (more if you are using more pyramids) and ask them to line up single file so they are facing the 

“base” of the pyramid; use masking tape to make a line on the floor, each child must stay behind this line during their 

turn.  Each team will need a stash of bean bags gathered near the line. Call out the name of a food group and then say 

“GO”, the first child in line picks up 1 bean bag and tries to throw it in the hoop containing that food group. He/she 

proceeds to the end of the line and child #2 follows suit. After 30 seconds blow the whistle to signal everyone to stop; 

the team with the most bean bags in their target wins. Repeat for each group/hoop.   

*Recess Review: Great job everyone! You did awesome at remembering which groups each healthy food belongs in. 

MyPryamid also helps us by letting us know how many foods from each group we should try to eat each day. Notice this 

really small sliver of a group over here? (Point to the fats and oils group) This is the “junk food” group where all the 

unhealthy food goes. Why do you think it is so small on this pyramid? That’s right! It is really small because we should 

eat a really small amount of unhealthy food each day – in fact if you don’t eat any unhealthy food that is the best of all! 

We have time for a couple more games, let’s keep moving! 

 

Sliding Tag: Give each child 2 paper plates and instruct them to put one under each foot. Choose one player (or yourself) 

to be it. This game is just like classic tag, only the children must slide around the room on their paper plates. Have all the 

children practice this as you demonstrate before starting the game to be sure they all understand how to do it. Then on 

your signal the classic game of run and chase begins! The last one to be tagged is it for the next round.  

Review/Repeat: Musical Snacks 

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Use a slow game of Head Shoulders Knees and Toes to cool the kids down today. Lead the 

children through stretches of all major muscles. Be sure to say the names of the muscles you are stretching, and have 

the children repeat them back to you.  

Wrap-Up (1 min): What a great day! We learned more about making healthy food choices, our second healthy habit. We 

also played games to exercise our bodies, our first healthy habit. And I believe everyone had fun right? Great! Being 

healthy is fun and helps us to feel great. Keep making these two healthy habits part of each day and you will keep your 

body strong and healthy. I’ll see you all back here soon so we can learn about a new healthy habit to add to our list! Bye 

everyone! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know that bananas are not really a fruit? They are actually a member of the herb family; just 

like the basil or cilantro your parents may use to cook with!! Bananas are a yummy, healthy herb! Eat up! 
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Class 5 – Healthy Habit #3: SLEEP! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Bean Bags 

 Cones (and/or bowling pins) 

 Masking Tape 

 Medium sized balls – like soccer balls 

 

Objective: Children will be introduced to the concept of how getting enough sleep is good for our bodies. Participants 

will also engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Hello! Welcome back friends! We have a new healthy habit to talk about today.  First let’s 

review. Healthy habit number 1 was . . . Exercise! Try to move your body each day. Healthy habit number 2 was . . . . 

make healthy food choices! Pick healthy foods before unhealthy ones whenever you can. Healthy foods help our bodies 

grow strong. And now, healthy habit number 3 is . . . sleep! Yep, that’s right, I said sleep. Sleeping gives our bodies a 

chance to rest and gain more energy so we can exercise and do all the other things we need to do each day. Sleeping 

also helps our bodies as they are growing. Do any of you get sad when it’s time for bed? Well you shouldn’t! Going to 

bed when your parents tell you to is good for your body! You will wake up the next day feeling refreshed and ready to 

play! How many of you like to take a nap sometimes? Me too!!! Taking a nap when we feel tired is a great way to give 

our bodies a rest and gain more energy. Getting enough sleep will also help us remember to make healthy food choices 

and will give us the energy we need to exercise every day when we wake up! So, tonight when your parents say it’s time 

for bed, what will you do? Great! You will not argue or complain, right? You will gladly say “OK”, and hop in to bed 

because you now know that sleeping will help your body to be strong and full of energy! Who has lots of energy right 

now? Great! Let’s use some of it to exercise our bodies! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Bowling Tag:  Before class begins, use your masking tape to mark out several 4 ft square areas (can be smaller if you 

have a small space, and you will need 1 square for every 2-3 kids in class) on the floor in your playing area; these should 

all be somewhat close together with room on one end of the space for the “bowlers”. Choose two or three (can be 4 or 5 

if you have a large class) players to be the bowlers and have them stand opposite all the squares. All other players will 

take a place inside one of the squares (players can pair up if you have more children than squares.) Place one bowling 

pin or cone (set on its top) inside each square. Instruct the players in the squares to guard their pin/cone. They may 

move freely within their square, but may not have more than one foot outside of the square at one time. Bowlers should 

ready themselves with a ball and have several more on hand behind them. On your signal, the game begins and the 
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bowlers try to knock down the pins/cones inside their opponents’ squares. Once a pin/cone is knocked over, players in 

that square should sit down. When only two or three players (same number of bowlers) remain with their pin/cone 

upright the round is over and they are the new bowlers. Players in the squares should return balls to the bowlers by 

catching and rolling them. You can also help return balls to the bowlers to keep things moving.  

Bean Bag Scavenger Hunt: 20+ multi-colored bean bags should be hidden around the play area. The whole group must 

work together to find all the bags in less than 2 minutes! Variation: Break the class in to two equal groups. Group 2 will 

help you hide the bean bags again while group 1 keeps their eyes closed. Can group 1 find all the red bags in less than 1 

minute? Repeat for group two using a different color. Allow groups to take turns hiding bags from each other and 

making their own goals for the other team. 

 

*Recess Review:  You are all doing a great job exercising your bodies! When we exercise during the day and eat healthy 

foods it helps us to sleep well at night. Have you ever gotten into your bed to sleep but just couldn’t get your eyes to 

close? Me too! Sometimes this happens when we haven’t used up all the energy in our bodies during the day. If that 

ever happens to you, remember to get more exercise the next day so you can use up all your energy and sleep well the 

next night. We have been talking today about how important it is for our bodies that we get the right amount of sleep – 

but I sure hope none of you were thinking about sleeping right now because we have some more fun games to play! 

Let’s all get a drink of water and then get back to the fun! 

Water Break 

 

Bean Bags & Body Parts: Divide the class into 2 teams. Have one team at each end of the playing area with a line 

marking the middle (either a line of cones or masking tape on the floor). Give each child a bean bag. On your mark, call 

out a body part and have all children race to the middle line with the bean bag on that body part and then back to their 

side of the room. The team to get all members back to their side first wins. Body parts to use can include: head, elbow, 

shoulder, hand, toe / foot, between the knees, between the elbows, back, etc. Use your imagination here, but 

remember you are working with younger children who may not be that coordinated so don’t try anything too difficult. 

Stuck in the Middle: Have the children sit in a circle with one child in the middle. Give the children in the circle a ball and 

challenge them to catch the child in the middle. To catch him, they need to roll the ball lightly and hit him, while he tries 

to avoid the ball. Whoever catches the child in the middle switches places with him/her, and the game starts anew. Who 

can stay in the middle the longest? 

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Play a game of Simon Says to help the class cool down. Start with exercises that are 

moderately fast paced and get slower and slower as you progress; this will help everyone’s heart rate slow down 

gradually. Stretch all major muscles being sure to name each one as you stretch. How many can the class name without 

your help?  

Wrap-Up (1 min): What a great class! Today we learned that sleep is just as important for our bodies as exercise and 

eating healthy. Raise your hand if you are going to go to bed right away tonight when your parents tell you its time. 

Wow, that’s great! Getting a good amount of sleep each day is a healthy habit. Now we have 3 healthy habits to put into 

practice: Exercise every day, make healthy food choices, and get a good night’s sleep. Let’s try to do these three things 

each day until I see you again, deal? Great! Have a wonderful day and I will see you all soon. 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know elephants can sleep standing up? It’s true! But we humans need to lie down and rest our 

bodies in order to get a goodnights sleep; who is going to go to bed when their mommy or daddy says its time tonight? 

That’s great everyone! 
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Class 6 – Healthy Habit #3: SLEEP! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Masking tape 

 Bean bags 

 Cones  

 

Objective: The 3 healthy habits covered so far will be reviewed. Children will be engaged in a discussion about healthy 

sleep habits. Participants will also be given the opportunity to engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Here we are again, so glad to have you all here! Raise your hand if you have been practicing the 

healthy habits we have been learning about. That’s great friends! I’m so proud of you! Can you all help me remember 

what the 3 habits we have talked about are? Great! The first one had something to do with moving our bodies, does 

anyone remember what it was? Right! Healthy habit number 1 is Exercise! Ok, the second healthy habit had to do with 

what we eat, who can remember that one? Good! Healthy habit number 2 is make healthy food choices! Ok, last one, 

what is healthy habit number 3? You got it! Sleep! When we practice all 3 of these healthy habits, our bodies will feel 

great and will be more healthy than before! Last time we were together we talked about going to sleep at night without 

complaining – raise your hand if you have been trying to do this. That’s awesome everyone!!! Good job! When you went 

to bed without complaining, did you wake up the next morning with lots of energy? That’s great! I know I always feel 

better in the morning when I go to bed at the right time each night. Sleep is so important for our bodies. Our bodies 

work much better when they get exercise, healthy food, and sleep! So, what can we do right now that would be good for 

our bodies? Sleep? NO! We are here to play so let’s get up and move to exercise our bodies! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Chain Tag: Start a “normal” game of tag by chasing the children. You are “it”.  Each time you tag a child, he / she 

becomes part of the “it” chain by holding hands and forming a chain. Together, you work and move and tag the other 

children in the class.  Once tagged, participants join the chain by grabbing the hand of the person at the end of the 

chain.  The objective of the game is to get everyone as a part of the chain.   

 

*Recess Review: Man the longer our chain got the harder it was to move! That was a great way to exercise and have 

fun! Sometimes exercise can be difficult, but when we find ways to make it fun at the same time it doesn’t seem like 

work.  It’s fun to find new ways to exercise and move our bodies so we don’t get tired of the same thing.  Let’s all get 

some water and then play a new game! 

Water Break 
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Don’t wake the baby!: For this game you will want to divide the class into teams of 3 or 4. Mark a starting line and ask 

each team to line up single file, behind the line; there will be one line stretching the length of the playing area with 

groups lined up perpendicular to it. Place one cone per team about 10 feet from the starting line for the players to go 

around. Each child should have a bean bag (if you don’t have enough for each child, teams can share one bean bag). The 

bean bags are like sleeping babies. Each child must stand feet together and place the bean bag on top of their feet, like a 

daddy penguin would hold his baby in its egg. Without letting the bean bag fall off, each player shuffles down to the 

cone and back to tag the next player in line. Each team member takes their turn carrying the baby. If it falls off, simply 

have them replace it and keep going. First team to finish wins. This game is more about agility and concentration than 

speed. Variation: Have the whole class line up on the starting line with their bean bags on top of their feet. On your mark 

all the children shuffle to the other side of the room; who was the fastest? Did anyone make it the whole way without 

dropping their bean bag? 

Ivan the Intestine: Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4 and tell the children that their group will be acting as Ivan the 

Intestine and must collect different food (bean bags) to stay healthy. Bean bags should be spread out on the floor 

utilizing the entire playing area. The groups will form a chain by holding on to each other’s shoulders so they look like a 

snake, or intestines. The first person in line is the mouth and is responsible for eating (collecting) the food (bean bags). 

Once the food has been eaten (collected) it is passed back to the end of the line for the last child to hold on to until 3 

pieces of food, each of a different color, have been collected. The second piece of food is passed to the second to last 

player and the third is either held by the mouth or passed to the second player in line. Once the group has 3 pieces of 

food they move on over to you and the first team to reach you is the winner. At the end of each round talk with the 

children about the colors of bean bags they collected and what foods they may represent. Have the children switch 

places in line so a new player is the mouth and repeat the game as many times as you like.  

 

*Recess Review: Yum Yum! You were all eating some pretty yummy, healthy food during that game! Our intestines are 

the part of our body that take all the good nutrients and vitamins and energy out of the food we eat and allow our body 

to use it so we are healthy and strong. Who wants to feed their body well so they will grow up healthy and strong? 

Great! Even big people like me who are finished growing need to make healthy choices to keep our bodies healthy and 

strong. Ask your mom and dad if you can have an extra serving of vegetables at dinner tonight; they taste good and are 

good for you! We have one more game to play; everyone grab a drink of water and meet me in the middle of the room.  

Water Break 

Bean Bags and Body Parts: Review/Repeat from last class 

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Play a game of Simon Says to help the class cool down. Start with exercises that are 

moderately fast paced and get slower and slower as you progress; this will help everyone’s heart rate slow down 

gradually. Stretch all major muscles being sure to name each one as you stretch. How many can the class name without 

your help?  

Wrap-Up (1 min): This was another great class! Thanks for joining me today friends! We learned more about our healthy 

habits; the first one is exercise, the second is making healthy food choices, and the third is getting a good night’s sleep.  

We played some fun games today that helped us with our first healthy habit, exercise, now its your job to go home, 

make healthy food choices and get to bed on time tonight – can you do it? Great! I’ll see you back here soon when we 

will play more games and learn a new healthy habit. Remember to drink lots of water! Bye friends! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Our bodies need a certain amount of sleep. For you little ones that is at least 10 hours at night. If we do 

not get enough sleep it can make our bodies slow down and not work as well as they could. Sleep is important! 
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Class 7 – Healthy Habit #4: WASH YOUR HANDS 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 20+ balloons of varying colors (air blown, not helium)  

 Large trash bag to hold all the balloons 

 Hula Hoops 

 Cones (of varying colors) 

 

Objective: Previous healthy habits will be reviewed. The class will participate in a discussion about why we wash our 

hands and when we should do it. Participants will be given the opportunity to engage in moderate to vigorous activities. 

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Welcome back everyone! It’s so good to see you all! You are looking well rested and full of 

energy – have you been practicing our healthy habits? That’s awesome! Before I tell you healthy habit #4, let’s review. 

Who can tell me one of the habits we have talked about so far in class? Great! Healthy habit #1 is EXERCISE! Move your 

body each day to keep it loose and to build those strong muscles. Who knows another habit? Right! Healthy habit #2 is 

make healthy food choices. Eating healthy foods like fruits and vegetables will keep our bodies working the way they 

should so we can play and exercise every day. What was the third healthy habit? Good job! Healthy Habit #3 is SLEEP! 

Our bodies need sleep each day to recharge – sleeping is kind of like plugging in your toy to charge it, or replacing the 

batteries =) And now, healthy habit #4 is . . . . . . WASH YOUR HANDS. Washing your hands often will help keep them 

clean and will also help to keep you from getting sick. Some good times to wash our hands are after using the bathroom, 

before eating, and after blowing our nose or coughing on our hands.  Washing our hands is a healthy habit because it 

can help to keep us from getting sick. We can sometimes get sick from someone else’s germs. These germs can get on 

our hands by touching the same things that sick person touched. But if we wash our hands often, the germs get sent 

down the drain with the soap bubbles and cannot get into our bodies to make us sick. So wash your hands often each 

day, especially before eating. Well, enough sitting around talking, let’s get up and move our bodies! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Balloon Party: Divide the class into 2 or 3 equal teams (you will need more teams if your class is larger than 15 children).  

Assign each team a color; blue, red, or yellow. Place all balloons in the center of the playing space. Hula hoops (goals) 

should be spaced evenly around the room and each group should be waiting near their hula hoop goal. On your signal, 

all children run to the middle of the playing area and grab one balloon of their team’s color and take it back to their goal. 

Each player may only carry one balloon at a time. The first team to get all their color balloons in their goal wins.   
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*Recess Review: I LOVE playing with balloons! Do you? They can be so much fun – and they are a great thing to play 

with on a rainy day or when you are stuck inside.  You can turn on some music and have fun with your family or your 

friends. We have been talking about washing our hands today; who can remember when some good times to wash your 

hands are? (allow time for the children to answer, fill in with answers such as before eating, after playing outside, first 

thing when you get home, after using the bathroom, after blowing your nose, before making food) These are all great 

times to wash your hands! Let’s keep moving today with some more balloon games! 

Water Break 

 

Balloon Soccer: Use the cones to mark two goals, one at each end of the playing area.  Spread 10 balloons on the ground 

in the middle of the playing area.  Divide the class into 2 teams and give each team a goal.  When you say “go” the teams 

will work together to try to get as many of the balloons as they can into their respective goal without carrying them; this 

is soccer, they must kick the balloons or use their hand to bat at them until they reach the goal. The objective is to be 

the team with the most balloons in your goal.  Repeat a few times. 

Balloon Challenge: Place a large number of balloons in a small area. At the sound of the music, ask the children to keep 

all balloons in the air any way they can without holding them.  To add a challenge, encourage the class to keep the 

balloons in the air using no hands!  Play music and encourage kids to keep them in the air through an entire song.  NOTE: 

make certain you have AT LEAST one balloon for each child in class – the more the better.   

 

*Recess Review: Let’s pretend all these balloons are germs and we need to get them out of here! Quick, everyone help 

me get the balloons in this trash bag before they make us sick!!! (allow time to gather all the balloons) Great work 

everyone! That was close, thanks for your help. Washing our hands gets the germs off our skin so it can’t enter our 

bodies; germs can be everywhere; that is why we need to wash our hands many times throughout the day. We have one 

more game to play before its time to wrap up – are you ready? Great! Get a drink of water and then meet me right over 

there.  

Water Break 

 

Hula Race: Pair the children up. Give each pair one hula hoop. Have the pairs get inside the hulas (two children in each 

hula hoop). Spread cones of different color around the room. At the teachers command, the pairs of children have to 

move around the room to each color cone in a different way (like twister) “blue cone, skip!” “Red cone, run”, “yellow 

cone, hop”. And so on. Remind children to respect their friends and work in a team. 

Water Break 

 

Cool Down (7 min): Bring out a few of the obstacle course items used at the beginning of class and create a small, simple 

course. Have the children go through the course using slow actions to help bring their heart rates down and get their 

breathing back to a normal pace. (Movements like walking, tip toeing, crawling, walking backwards, etc.) Lead the 

children through stretching all their major muscles, naming them each as you go.  

Wrap-Up (1 min): Class today we talked about how important it is to wash our hands often to get the germs off that 

could make us sick. Then we played some fun games to help us exercise our bodies; exercise helps to keep us from 

getting sick too! Exercise and washing our hands are both healthy habits. Eating healthy food and getting a good night’s 

sleep are 2 more healthy habits we have learned about. You are all learning so much about how to care for your bodies! 

I’m proud of you. Make these habits part of your day each day. I’ll see you all back here in just a few days! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know that up to 10 million bacteria can be found between your fingertips and your elbows??? 

That is too many!!! We need to remember to wash our hands often to get these germs and dirty things off our skin so 

they won’t enter our bodies.  
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Class 8 – Healthy Habit #4: WASH YOUR HANDS 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Bean Bags 

 Cones 

 Flag belts 

 Hula Hoops 

 

Objective: Healthy habits 1 through 3 will be reviewed. Children will learn the simple 4 step hand washing procedure. 

Moderate to vigorous activities will be offered throughout the class time.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Hello again class! I’m so happy you all could make it today. We are going to continue our 

discussion about healthy habit #4. Does anyone remember what that is? Great job remembering! Healthy habit #4 is 

WASH YOUR HANDS. Last time we talked about why we should wash our hands (to wash away dirt and germs so they 

cannot enter our bodies and make us sick) and when we should wash our hands (after using the bathroom, before 

eating, and after blowing your nose or coughing on your hand). Today I want to make sure everyone knows HOW to 

wash their hands the right way – we want to make sure we get all the dirt and germs off so none make it into our bodies. 

There are 4 things we need to do each time we wash our hands: 1) Wet your hands and get one squirt of soap 2) Scrub 

your hands together making sure to get between your fingers and on the backs of your hands – how many bubbles can 

you make with the soap? 3) Rinse ALL the soap and bubbles off with water 4) Dry your hands with a clean towel.  Let’s all 

pretend we are washing our hands right now! First turn on the water and get your soap. Now rub and scrub those hands 

together – remember the more bubbles you make the cleaner your hands will be! Get the backs of your hands and in 

between your fingers. Once your hands are covered in bubbles it’s time to rinse off – scrub them under the water until 

all the soap is gone; the germs and dirt go down the drain with the soap! And now we dry them off with a clean towel. 

Great job everyone! Remember some good times to wash your hands are after using the bathroom, before eating, after 

playing outside, and after you sneeze or cough. Now that our hands are clean let’s get up and move our bodies! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Tail Tag: Each child starts with two “tails” (flag football belts). Belts should be worn on the outside of shirts so that “tails” 

are not hidden.  You (the instructor) do not have a tail so you are “it”.  At the start of the music, kids run around to avoid 

you capturing their tails.  Once a child’s tails are gone, he/she will help you to capture the rest of the tails.  Once all tails 

have been captured, the game begins again.  This time change it up a bit.  Ask all children to capture as many “tails” 

from their friends as they can.  The game is over when all children have zero tails. NOTE: This game can be long and is 

vigorous exercise; there kids may get tired.  Encourage kids to participate at their own pace and join in the game to keep 
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the energy high.  “Friends, you can play this at home using old long socks for tails. Will you do me a favor and teach your 

family to play tonight?!”   

Germ Fight! – Divide the class into two equal teams. Line cones in the middle of play area to divide it into two sides.  

Place bean bags between the cones on the line. Teams will line up on opposite sides of the room. When you say “go”, 

kids from both sides will run to the middle and try to push / throw all bean bags onto the opposing team’s side of the 

line. When a bean bags lands on their side, they pick it up and throw it on the other side. The goal of the game is to keep 

all bean bags off your side of the room, keeping your side “clean” (you want all bean bags to be on the opponent’s side.) 

Tell the class to pretend the bean bags are germs – you don’t want the germs to be on your side of the room, just like we 

don’t want germs on our hands! Time this game for 30 seconds or 1 minute and repeat. Try kids against you!  Use 

variations to repeat 3-4 times.  Variation ideas include: girls vs. boys, teacher vs. kids, you must throw backwards, 

change up teams, skipping only, crawling only, etc.  Be creative and have fun!   

*Recess Review: That was so much fun! You did a good job trying to keep the “germs” off your side of the room! This is 

what we do each time we wash our hands. The germs get stuck to the soap and then get rinsed off under the water and 

go down the drain! Remember to wash your hands often to keep the germs away from your body. Everyone go grab a 

drink and then meet me in the center of the room for another fun game.  

Water Break 

 

Germs vs. Soap: Divide the class into two equal teams. Mark a line down the center of the playing area using cones or 

masking tape. Each team should also have a safe zone near the back of their side of the room. One team will be germs, 

the other soap. All members of each team line up about 2 feet behind the center line (teams will be about 4 feet apart). 

When you yell out “Germs!” the germs team will chase all the soaps back to their safe zone. Anyone tagged outside the 

safe zone joins the germs team and the game starts anew. Continue playing until all but 2 players are left on one team. 

VARIATION: Change up the way each team must move as they are retreating or chasing. For example, you could yell out 

“Germs, hop!” This would mean all players must hop instead of run. 

*Recess Review: In this game there were times that the germs beat the soap; this can happen on your skin too, 

especially if you are not washing your hands well or often. Be sure to really scrub and get the soap bubbles ALL over your 

hands and fingers each time you wash so you can get ALL the germs off your skin and rinse them down the drain! Are 

you guys up for one more game before we leave? Great!! Get a drink of water and then we will play one more.  

Water Break 

 

Hula Race: Review/Repeat from last class 

 

Cool Down (7 min): Bring out a few of the obstacle course items used at the beginning of class and create a small, simple 

course. Have the children go through the course using slow actions to help bring their heart rates down and get their 

breathing back to a normal pace. (Movements like walking, tip toeing, crawling, walking backwards, etc.) Lead the 

children through stretching all their major muscles, naming them each as you go.  

Wrap-Up (1 min): Thanks for coming to learn and play with me today friends. We learned how to wash our hands in 4 

easy steps today. Who can tell me what the first step is? Great! Turn on the water and get one squirt of soap. Step 2 is 

rubbing the soap ALL over our hands; tops, bottoms, in between our fingers, and EVERYWHERE! Step 3 is to rinse off all 

the soap bubbles with water; and finally step 4 is to dry our hands with a clean towel. Washing our hands in this way 

several times a day will help keep bad germs away so we stay healthy. Have a great weekend and I’ll see you back here 

next week to learn another healthy habit!  

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know you can spread more germs around if your hands are wet? Well it is true; take time after 

washing your hands to dry them all the way before touching anything.  
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Class 9 – Healthy Habit #5: LIMIT SCREEN TIME 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Hula Hoops 

 Cones 

 

Objective: The class will engage in a discussion about the importance of balancing time on the computer or watching TV 

with physical activity; spending more time being active will be greatly encouraged. All previous healthy habits will be 

reviewed. Children will be led through several moderate to vigorous activities.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): We have learned 4 healthy habits during our times together; who can tell me one healthy 
habit? (Allow time for the kids to answer, see how many they can remember) Great! #1Exercise; #2 Make healthy food 
choices; #3 Sleep; #4 Wash your hands. We have a new healthy habit to learn today, healthy habit #5 is turn off the TV! 
That’s right; I said turn off the TV; and the computer, and the DS, and the games on your mom’s phone. Turn off all the 
“screens” and get up and move your amazing body. TV’s, computers, and other games can be fun and very useful; but 
we need to remember to make time each day to turn all these things off, get up off the sofa, move our bodies, and 

spend time with our family and friends!!!  When you watch TV or sit playing a video game your body is not 
moving.  You don’t get the exercise your body needs to stay healthy and that makes your body lazy.  We all 
want to be fit and healthy so today we are going to talk about some fun things to do instead of watching TV 
and playing video games. What could you do instead?  (allow responses from each child; If no responses give 
examples of indoor activity) – play a board game, clean you room, bake something with your Mom or Dad, do 
a craft project.  Better yet go outdoors!  What can we do outdoors that is fun? (answers might include play 
tag, hide and seek, ride bikes, roller-skate, etc.; Suggest several other games to play such as – Red Light, Green 
Light; Captain May I, soccer, ball. Ask which of these games might also be played indoors.) Great ideas 
everyone! The next time you think about watching TV or playing on the computer or video game, consider 
doing one of the things we just talked about so you can keep your body active. Let’s get up and be active right 
now!!! 
 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Hooping &Hoping: Start by spreading 4-5 hula hoops around the play area. Select one player to be “it” or you can be “it” 

yourself for the first round. Explain to the children that they must keep hoping as they move about the space, and they 

are only safe from being tagged if they are standing in a hula hoop. Once inside a hoop the child must do 5 jumping jacks 

and then leave the hoop to keep hoping about the space. Players who are “it” may not “stalk” children who are in the 

hoops. On your mark, children start to hop around trying to avoid the tagger. When a child is tagged they become “it” 

and the previous tagger is relieved of his post. Variations: Change up the exercise they perform while safe in the hoop, 
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switch up the way the move about the space if they are getting worn out by hopping or you could have more than one 

tagger at a time; there are lots of options, have FUN!  

 

*Recess Review: How many of you have hula hoops at home? Great! You can play this game with your family instead of 

watching TV tonight. Remember that we want to spend more time each day being active than we spend sitting down. 

Our bodies were made to move while we are awake; bedtime is for resting. Make choices every day to be active and 

move your amazing body. All the moving we do makes us thirsty and our bodies need water to stay healthy; let’s take a 

water break before playing our next game.  

Water Break 

 

Hooping to be Healthy: Each player will need his/her own hula hoop. Instruct the class to place their hoops on the 

ground and stand inside them. Select one person to be “it” and give him/her a message about living a healthy life style 

(ie: eat lots of green vegetables; fruits make a great dessert; go for a family walk, etc). Demonstrate for the class how 

they can move about the room while staying in their hoop by lightly tapping the edges of it with their feet. All players 

must move this way. On your mark the player that is “it” must try to bump into as many other players as he can in 1 

minute and give each player the message you gave him by whispering it in their ear. After receiving the message they 

should continue to move around the room by tapping their hoop. The goal is for the “it” player to reach all his 

classmates and give them the message. After 1 minute yell “freeze” and ask all the players who have the message to 

raise their hand and yell it out – how many of them got the right message?  

Bone Tag: This game is played much like classic tag. One (or more) player is ‘it’. You will call out a bone / body part at the 

beginning of each round. The tagger must try to tag his/her opponents on that bone / body part. If the tagger succeeds, 

the player who was tagged must join hands with the tagger and help him tag the other players. When the chain of 

taggers gets about five people long break it up, select a new tagger and call out a different bone / body part. For the last 

round call out “crazy bones” signaling that any body part is open for tagging. The game ends when all players have been 

tagged and have joined hands.  

 

*Recess Review: Wow friends! Great job remembering all the names of your bones/body parts! It is important to learn 

about our bodies so we know how to care for them in the best way. Keep learning more and making choices that you 

know will help your body, like all the healthy habits we have been learning about: Exercising, eating healthy, getting a 

good night’s sleep, washing your hands, and turning off the TV and computer.  Another healthy habit is drinking lots of 

water – let’s all grab a drink now before our last game for the day.  

Water Break 

 

Germs vs. Soap: Review/Repeat from last class.  

 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Play a few slow rounds of Follow the Leader; you may allow the children each to have a 

turn. Then see if they can tell you the names of all the muscles as you stretch them.  Water Break 

Wrap-Up (1 min): What a great class! We talked about turning off our TV’s, computers, and video games so we can get 

up and move our bodies. The more we move our bodies the better they will feel because they were made to move! We 

also played lots of fun games – maybe you can teach your family one of them tonight. I’m proud of the work you are all 

doing to make our healthy habits part of each day. Keep it up and I’ll see you back here soon! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know that watching TV takes very little brain power? It’s true, so turn off the TV tonight and 

ask your family to join you in playing a game or going outside for a walk. Being active and spending time with others is 

much better for our bodies and our brains than watching TV or playing on the computer.  
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Class 10 – Healthy Habit #5: LIMIT SCREEN TIME 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Food Cards 

 Masking Tape 

 Bean Bags 

 Cones 

 

Objective: Class will continue to discuss the importance of being active and reducing the amount of time they spend 

playing video/computer games and/or watching TV. Several moderate to vigorous activities will be offered. All previous 

healthy habits will be reviewed.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Friends, I’m glad you all chose to be here today! You are staying committed to our first healthy 

habit by coming to class – does anyone remember what our first healthy habit is? That’s right; Exercise! Don’t stop here; 

you can make time to exercise throughout your day. Doing little things like taking the stairs instead of an elevator, racing 

your mom or dad to the door when you arrive home, helping with chores around the house, and many other things can 

keep our bodies moving and feeling great. Now who remembers what we talked about the last time we were together. 

Good job, we talked about turning off the TV, computer and our video games to make more time to move our bodies. 

Do you remember what I said can happen to our bodies if we sit around too long? Yes, they can get lazy and not want to 

move – this is NOT good! Our bodies were built to move and be active and they feel the best when we keep them 

moving and feed them well. Watching TV or playing a video game every now and then is ok, but choose to be active 

more often than you choose to sit and watch TV or play your DS – ok? OK! Great! Let’s get up and get active right now!!! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Freeze Dance:  Put on some lively music and encourage the children to dance around freely. When the music stops call 

out “freeze!” upon which all the participants will hold the last position they were in. As the music starts again, have the 

children continue to dance around. Call out new movements to keep the kids interested (i.e. skipping, hopping, frog 

hops, etc.). This is a great game to play with your family at home on a rainy day instead of watching TV! 

Dance-A-Thon: Turn the music on and let the fun begin! Give each child a ribbon wand to make the dance more 

entertaining.   Be a great leader and encourage movement through dance by dancing with the children yourself. 

Variations:  1) music can be turned on and off allowing kids to “freeze” when music is not in play 2) children form a circle 

and take turns showing off their “moves” by moving to the middle of the circle 3) add a beach ball or balloons into play 

with the objective of keeping the ball in air throughout the dance-a-thon.  
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“Dancing is so much fun and you were exercising the entire time!” “You have a very important job today to go home and 

exercise by having a dance marathon with your family and friends!” 

Chicken Dance: Teach the children step by step how to do the “Chicken Dance”. During the chorus have them perform a 

different movement (skipping in a circle, running, hopping, etc). Then turn up the music and have some fun! Don’t worry 

about the actions being just right, they will have fun acting like chickens. “Go home and teach this one to your parents!” 

 

*Recess Review: Oh wow! Dancing is so much fun and is a great way to exercise and move your body! This is also a great 

activity to do at home with your family or friends. Just turn on your favorite music and let the fun begin.  Remember that 

drinking lots of water when we are moving around is important for our bodies. Let’s take a quick break to get a drink and 

then come back for some more fun! 

Water Break 

 

Energy Extravaganza: Spread the food cards out around the playing area and ask the children to stand on the line.  Shout 

out the name or adjective of a food like a vegetable, a fruit, something green, an unhealthy snack, etc, and ask the kids 

to run and grab something that matches and take it back to the line. Walk the line and make sure everyone picked 

something that matched.  Ask them to return their cards as fast as they can and come back to the line.  Repeat.  Change 

the way in which they move to the food cards (jumping, skipping, walking backwards, ect).  Now, ask them to pick two 

foods that give them great energy and sit on the line.  Review their choices and see if they know which food group it 

goes in. Collect the cards as you go and move on to the next activity.  

*Recess Review:  Great work everyone! You are all learning how to be healthy and make good choices for your body! 

I’m proud of you! Keep this up at home and you will be healthy and strong as you grow up. Sitting around on the sofa all 

day is better than getting up and moving our bodies, right? NO!!!! Moving around and being active is what our bodies 

were made to do; NOT sitting around watching TV and playing video games all day. Everyone grab some water and then 

let’s keep moving with one more game.  

Water Break 

 

Germ Fight!: Review/Repeat from class 8 

 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Play a few slow rounds of Follow the Leader; you may allow the children each to have a 

turn. Then see if they can tell you the names of all the muscles as you stretch them. Water Break 

Wrap-Up (1 min): Thank you all for joining me for class today! I had so much fun playing and moving my body with you! 

Let’s review all our healthy habits. Number 1: Exercise; #2 Make healthy food choices; #3 Get a good night’s sleep; #4 

Wash your hands often; #5 Limit “screen” time (or Turn off the TV). Great work remembering all our healthy habits 

class! Now it’s your job to put these into practice each day at home. Try to get your family to join you – it will be helpful 

and lots of fun! Have a great day class and I’ll see you back here soon to talk about more ways to keep our bodies 

healthy.  

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Starting healthy habits now will make it easier to keep healthy habits as you grow bigger. Healthy 

habits are important for everyone; not just kids! 
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Class 11 – Healthy Habit #6: BRUSH YOUR TEETH 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 3 flag belts 

 2 ribbon wands 

 Food cards  

 

Objective: All previous healthy habits will be reviewed. Children will engage in a discussion about the importance of 

brushing your teeth at least twice a day and why they should do this. The class will be led through several moderate to 

vigorous activities.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): (by Dee Mueller) 

Good morning (or afternoon)!  How many of you can smile?  Look at all those nice white teeth.  How did they get so 

white and clean?  (wait for answers; hopefully someone will include brushing, flossing, or eating good foods)  That’s 

right; we brush our teeth to keep them clean.  We are going to be talking about our sixth healthy habit today: Brush your 

teeth! How many of you brushed your teeth this morning after breakfast? Great job! We can keep our teeth clean and 

healthy by brushing every day, flossing regularly, and eating healthy food. That’s right; I said eating healthy food helps 

keep your teeth clean. Wait, eating healthy food is one of our healthy habits. So that means one healthy habit is helping 

us with another healthy habit – cool! But why do we need to brush our teeth and keep them clean? Well let me tell you 

about two things that come from food and drinks: acids and sugar.  Acids and sugars get left behind by the food we eat 

and over time can make our teeth soft and even cause small holes called cavities. Our teeth should be strong so we can 

use them to chew; and cavities hurt, so we need to do what we can to get the acids and sugars off our teeth. When we 

brush and floss our teeth we are getting most of these acids and sugars off so they can’t damage our teeth.  Our teeth, 

just like the rest of our body, need good healthy foods to grow; healthy foods have fewer acids and sugars that can hurt 

our teeth than junk food.  Who can tell me what some healthy foods are?  (carrots, apples, meat, milk, cheese, celery, 

asparagus, oranges, etc.) Great! These foods can not only make our teeth stronger, but chewing them can actually help 

remove some of the bad stuff left behind on our teeth by other food. Just another great reason to make healthy food 

choices whenever we can; right? Right! Now who can name some foods that are not healthy?  (wait for responses; give 

each child an opportunity to speak) That’s right, foods like candy, chips, and soda are bad for our teeth because they 

have lots of sugar and acid in them.  Our job is to get the acids and sugars left on our teeth by the foods we eat off our 

teeth.  How do you think we can do this?  Good for you, you knew that brushing helps!  Brushing gets the yucky stuff off 

our teeth to help us keep tooth enamel strong.  Brush your teeth each night before you go to bed and every morning 

after breakfast. This will help keep your teeth healthy, strong, and free of cavities. Who thinks we should get up and 

move around now? Me too!!! Let’s go play some games! 
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Main Activities (25 min):  

Dental Tag: Choose 1 or 2 children to be “dentists” and 3 children to be “plaque”; the plaque must wear a flag belt to 

identify themselves; they will be the taggers. Each dentist should carry a ribbon wand which will act as a toothbrush. 

Explain that taggers are to tap their classmates gently to tag them. Once a player is tagged they must freeze, stay where 

they are and call for the “dentist” to come and help them.  The dentist must go to the frozen player and gently pass their 

wand around them to get the plaque off. Once the plaque has been removed the frozen player may rejoin the game. 

Change the “plaque” and “dentist” players frequently to keep things interesting. If the “plaque” players are able to 

freeze all others at once you may call out “Brush your teeth” upon which all the players will imitate brushing their teeth 

with their finger and then are free to run again. You may have more or less “plaque” and “dentists” depending on your 

class size.  

*Recess Review: How many of you have ever been to the dentist? Great! The dentist is a doctor for our teeth and can 

help us keep our teeth healthy by cleaning them even better than we can at home. Visiting your dentist often is a 

healthy habit! Can you think of some animals who have big sharp teeth? (Allow the children to name animals, if no one 

else suggests it, end by saying “Shark have a lot of really sharp teeth and they are in our next game – are you ready?”) 

Water Break 

 

Shark Attack: Have the students scatter around the room. Tell them to pretend they are each on a surfboard. Participate 

with the class by leading the actions (feel free to add more and be creative – even allowing children to think of things!) 

 Wax down your surfboard 

 Lay on your board 

 Swim out to a wave 

 Hop on you boards 

 Bend your knees to go low 

 Lean to the right 

 Lean to the left 

 Surf on the right leg . . . now on the left 

 Move around the room, pretending to surf.  

 Hop off your boards and swim 

o Front crawl 

o Backstroke 

o Breaststroke 

 Repeat swimming motions 

 To finish, jump up and down and splash in the water! 

 Watch out for the shark!  

“Hold that Spot” Tag: Similar to the regular game of tag except the one who has been tagged must place his hand on the 

spot where he has been touched, whether it is on his arm, his chest, his back, his ankle, etc. Then he must chase the 

other players in that position until he has tagged a new person to be “it”.   Challenge all players to move like the tagger 

until they are tagged and the position changes.  Have fun!   

 

*Recess Review: You are all doing a great job exercising and having fun today. Remember that exercising was our very 

first healthy habit. Who can remember all the other healthy habits we have talked about during class? (Allow time for 

the kids to answer; encourage the correct answers and redirect those that are wrong. Be sure to cover each healthy 

habit: Exercise, Eat healthy good, Sleep, Wash your hands, Limit Screen time, Brush your teeth.) Make each of these 
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healthy habits part of your daily routine. Drinking water is a healthy habit; let’s practice it right now before our final 

game today.  

Water Break 

Energy Extravaganza: Review/Repeat from last class 

 

Cool Down (7 min): Use a walking game here to help the kids cool down today. Have them try to balance a bean bag on 

their head (and/or other body parts) as they walk from one end of the room to the other and then back again. Set up 

cones and have them walk in and out of the cones with the bean bag. Lead the class through stretches of all major 

muscles; how many can they name on their own? 

Wrap-Up (1 min): We learned a lot today! We now have so many healthy habits to make a part of our days. Can you 

help me remember all of them? Great! Number 1 is: Exercise; healthy habit 2 is: make healthy food choices; healthy 

habit 3: sleep; number 4 is: wash your hands; number 5 is: limit screen time; and number six is: brush your teeth! Great 

job remembering all of our healthy habits! I am so proud of the changes you are making in your days to add these 

healthy habits; keep up the good work! I want to hear lots of stories about brushing and flossing your teeth at our next 

class. Remember to brush at least 2 times every day – more if you can! Bye friends! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: The saliva, or spit, in your mouth helps to break down the food you eat and clean your teeth when you 

are finished chewing. Did you know the average person makes 10,000 gallons of saliva during their life time? That is like 

10,000 jugs of milk filled with your spit! Ewwwww!  
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Class 12 – Healthy Habit #6: BRUSH YOUR TEETH 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Food cards 

 Flag belts 

 Ribbon wands 

 Bean Bags 

 Bosu Balls (one per child) – can use hula hoops if bosu calls are not avaiable 

 

Objective: Children will be encouraged to continue practicing all the healthy habits. The instructor will lead the class 

through a review of the material from last class as well as introducing why we should visit our dentist regularly. 

Moderate to vigorous activities will be offered throughout the class.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): (by Dee Mueller) 

Hello again!  Today we are going to talk some more about healthy habit #6: Brush your teeth!  Who remembers some 

things we said about keeping teeth healthy.  (Allow as many of the children to respond as want to).  You have learned 

that eating good healthy food, brushing and flossing are ways to keep teeth strong and healthy so they last a long time.  

Did you know that the first teeth you get are going to fall out?  They will, but don’t worry, they were made to fall out so 

new teeth can take their place.  Your ‘baby’ teeth are small enough to fit in your mouth when you are small.  As you 

grow, your mouth grows too and those ‘baby’ teeth are no longer big enough for you to eat with, so they fall out and 

new bigger teeth take their place.  Isn’t that amazing!  Of course you already know how to keep baby teeth healthy and 

it is no different with your new teeth.  How many of you have gone to the dentist? That’s great!  The dentist checks your 

teeth to make sure they are all just in the right place and they are free of yucky stuff that causes trouble.  The dentist 

will tell you when your baby teeth are ready to come out, he will clean them, floss them, and he will tell you if you are 

doing a good job keeping them clean in between visits.  Of course he will fix any tooth that has a cavity before it gets so 

bad it hurts.  He does all this so our teeth stay strong and healthy.  They will be with us a long time. Let’s go over what 

we’ve learned about teeth: What foods are good for healthy teeth? (apples, oranges, asparagus, cheese, milk, 

cucumbers, etc.) What foods are bad for teeth? (candy, soda, cookies, etc.) Name two things we do to help keep teeth 

healthy? (brushing & flossing, going to the dentist, using mouthwash) Who do we visit to help keep teeth healthy? 

(dentist) Great job class! You are all learning so much about healthy habits and why they are good for us. Let’s get up 

and play some fun games to exercise our bodies.  

 

Main Activities (25 min): 

Sugar, Sugar, Toothpaste! : Play this as you would Duck, Duck, Goose.   
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*Recess Review: Sugar from food and drinks can get stuck on our teeth and in between them, but when we brush the 

toothpaste helps to clean it off – toothpaste is like soap for your teeth! Brushing at least twice a day is a healthy habit. 

Exercising is a healthy habit too! Let’s play some more games to exercise our bodies.  

Water Break 

 

Super Market: Two people (shoppers) stand in the middle of the room while the rest of the players stand behind a line 

at one end of the room. You go down the line and give each child a healthy food card telling them not to let the 

“shoppers” see it. The shoppers then call out the names of healthy foods, or attributes of healthy foods (you may need 

to help them with this) and each child that fits into that category must run to the other side of the room while avoiding 

the “shoppers”. If they’re tagged they must stop where they are and sit down. They try to tag anyone that passes them 

during the game. Do this until there are only two people remaining in the game. They are the new shoppers.  **Be sure 

to review the foods that each player has before a new game starts, re-emphasizing those foods that are good choices, 

and those that are good for our bones. 

Balancing Bags: Throw a bunch of bean bags in the center of the room, and around them place several bosu balls (one 

per child). Play some lively music, instructing the children to run around the outside of the bosu balls until the music 

stops.  When the music stops, each child must grab a bean bag and then stand on a bosu ball with the bag on their head. 

Demonstrate this action for the kids and then ask them all to practice by grabbing a bean bag and heading to a bosu 

before the music starts.  Once they understand, begin the game.  Repeat using variations of how the kids move around 

the room.  Jump, skip, walk backwards, crawl, etc. 

 

*Recess Review: You are all doing a fantastic job today. Raise your hand if you are going to go home, wash your hands, 

make a healthy food choice for a snack/dinner, play a game with your family instead of watching TV, brush your teeth, 

and go to bed on time. GREAT! I see all your hands up in the air! If you can do all these things you will be completing all 

the healthy habits for today! What healthy food choices could you make? (allow time for each child to share one). Those 

are great choices boys and girls. Remember that drinking water is a healthy habit too and a great idea when we are 

exercising. Let’s get a drink and come back for one more game.  

Water Break  

Dental Tag: Review/Repeat from last class 

 

Cool Down (7 min): Use a walking game here to help the kids cool down today. Have them try to balance a bean bag on 

their head (and/or other body parts) as they walk from one end of the room to the other and then back again. Set up 

cones and have them walk in and out of the cones with the bean bag. Lead the class through stretches of all major 

muscles; how many can they name on their own? (invite the children to bring their water bottles to the circle for wrap 

up.) 

Wrap-Up (1 min): Friends, thank you for coming today to learn and play with me! We have so many healthy habits to 

add to our days! And why should we make all these healthy habits part of our lives? That’s right! Because it will make us 

grow big and strong and help us to feel and look great! Let’s make sure we remember all the habits we have talked 

about so far. We are going to exercise by playing with our family and friends every day; we will make healthy food 

choices as often as we can; we will go to bed on time and get a good night’s sleep to re-energize our bodies; we will 

wash our hands often; we will not watch TV or play video games all day; and we will brush our teeth each morning and 

every night!!! Great job friends!! Have a wonderful day and I will see you all back here soon to learn more about how we 

can keep our bodies healthy! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: George Washington, the first man to be president of America, had 4 pairs of fake teeth called dentures. 

Do you know what they were made out of? They were made out of a mix of gold, ivory, lead, someone else’s teeth, 
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donkey teeth, and hippopotamus teeth!!!! Weird! Let’s all remember to brush our teeth at least two times each day so 

we don’t need to get any fake ones! 

 

***If you have the space outdoors, prepare the parents that your next class will be held outside and they will need to 

dress their children accordingly (jackets, sunscreen, hats, etc. depending on climate and weather; do not go outside if it 

is too cold (below 50) or too hot (over 95) or if there is inclement weather).  
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Class 13 – Healthy Habit #7: HAVE FUN IN THE SUN! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Hula hoops 

 Bean Bags 

 Streamer Wands 

 

Objective: The importance of being outside in the sunlight will be discussed today. When possible, class will be held 

outdoors. Moderate to vigorous activities will be led for the children to participate in.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min):  

Good morning (or afternoon)!  Who likes to play outside?  What do you do when you are outside?  (possible 
answers; play tag, badminton, soccer, ballgames, ride bikes swim, walk, race, plant a garden, have a picnic).  
We can have lots of fun playing in the sun.  Did you know the sun does wonderful things for us?  We can’t live 
without it!  We are going to talk about why we need the sun and some things it does for us.  So let’s go outside 
for our lesson today and have some fun in the sun.  (if it is not possible to go outdoors explain you are doing 
these things indoors because you are unable to go outdoors today; give reason) 
Here we are standing in the sun.  Tell me, is it light or is it dark?  That’s right, it’s light; in the light we can see 
the trees, flowers, buildings, friends, etc. Light comes from the sun.  Now tell me how you feel, warm or cold?  
Yes, we feel warm because the sun gives us heat.  We need the sun to heat the earth and to keep us warm. 
 The rays from the sun help the plants grow and they help us grow.   So far we know the sun gives us light, it 
keeps us warm, and it helps us grow.  When we are in the sunlight and feeling warm we have more energy to 
play, move and keep our body fit.  That makes us feel great! Now that we are all full of energy, let’s think of 
some things we can do in the sun.  Does anyone have ideas?  (wait for answers making sure everyone gets to 
name at least one thing).  These are great suggestions! Be sure to share these ideas with your family to get 
them outside and exercising with you. Now who is ready to play some games?? Great! Let’s go! 
 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Healthy Habit Hoops: Place 5-6 hula hoops on the ground scattered around the playing area. Pick 1 or 2 players to be “it” 

depending on your class size. The players who are “it” are germs and they will be trying to attack their classmates to 

make them sick. All other players will do whatever they can to avoid being attacked by the germs. If needed they can use 

a hula hoop as a shield; to do this they must stand in the hoop, pull it up over their heads and yell out one of the healthy 

habits we have learned to protect themselves from germs (exercise, eat well, sleep, brush teeth, wash hands, turn TV 

off, play outside). Upon doing this the germs must retreat and go after another player for that tag.  If tagged, the player 
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joins the germs in their pursuit. The game ends when the germs have succeeded in tagging all their classmates or when 

time is called. You can play as many rounds as the kids would like switching up who is “it” each time.  

 

*Recess Review: Boy it feels good to be outside doesn’t it? I just love the sun on my face. You did a great job 

remembering all our healthy habits during our last game to help fight off the germs that were after you. When we 

practice the healthy habits we have been learning about in class our bodies are strong and can fight off germs better 

than we when don’t practice these habits. See if you can get your family to join you in being healthy! Let’s get some 

water and play another game.  

Water Break 

 

Color Guard: Choose one child to be the guard (you could be it for the first round or two). Place all the bean bags in the 

hula hoop in the middle of the playing area. The guard stands next to the hula hoop with their eyes closed while all other 

players take one bean bag from the hoop and then move a few steps away. Once all players are holding a bean bag the 

guard opens her / his eyes and shouts out a color. All players holding that color must now try to get their bean bag back 

in the hoop without being tagged by the guard. Players may toss or throw their bean bags, but any bag landing outside 

the hoop must be picked up by the thrower. Anyone who gets tagged or whose bag is caught by the guard must do 10 

jumping jacks and then sit down until the round is over. The last remaining player will be the guard for the next round. 

VARIATIONS: Have the guard call out ‘rainbow’ as their color; this means all players must attempt to get their bags back 

in the hoop without being caught. Have 2 players work together as guards.  

Water Break 

Free Play: Use some of the suggestions the class made earlier of great outdoor activities. If they didn’t have any, play 

your favorite childhood game or make one up on the spot. All that matters is that you are enjoying the outdoors and 

having fun! A simple game of tag is always a good choice.  

Water Break 

 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Give the children some streamer wands and put on music with a slow rhythm; encourage 

the children to move around slowly with their wands to cool down their bodies. Have the children lead you through 

stretches of all major muscles, naming them each as you go.  

Wrap-Up (1 min): Friends, today we learned that being outdoors in the sunlight is good for our bodies and is a “healthy 

habit” to practice. We learned that the sun gives us warmth and light and helps the plants grow. We also spent some 

time outside today enjoying the sun and exercising. Keep up with all your healthy habits: exercising, eating healthy food, 

getting a good night’s sleep, washing your hands often, turning off the TV and computer, brushing your teeth, and 

playing outside. Doing all these things will keep your body strong and ready to fight off germs! Thanks for playing with 

me today! I’ll see you all back here really soon! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know that being outside not only gives us more opportunities to run and play and exercise our 

bodies, but it also helps our brains think more clearly and we feel better about ourselves. If you can, it’s good to be 

outside for a while every day! 
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Class 14 – Healthy Habit #7: HAVE FUN IN THE SUN 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Streamer Wands 

 Hula Hoops (one for each child) 

 Cones 

 Several footballs (or other medium sized balls) 

 Bean Bags 

 

Objective: All previous healthy habits will be reviewed as will the importance of being outdoors in the sun. Children will 

be engaged in a discussion about the helpfulness of sunscreen while playing outside. When possible class will be held 

outdoors; children will be led through several moderate to vigorous activities.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min):  

Good morning (or afternoon) how is everyone today?  Who remembers what we talked about last session? 
(allow answers)  That’s right we talked about the sun giving us heat, light and energy.  Let’s go outside again 
today and soak up some sunshine while we have fun with our lesson.  (once outside ask)  Do you know what 
else the sun gives us?  We get Vitamin D from the sun. Vitamin D helps our body absorb, or use, the calcium 
found in the food we eat. Does anyone know what foods have calcium in them? (some children may know that 
milk and cheese contain calcium; remind them that calcium is found in other foods as well such as broccoli and 
spinach). The really neat thing is that sunlight and calcium work together to give us strong healthy bones and 
teeth.  We have just learned several good things the sun does for us. The sun also provides heat.  If we stay in 
the sun too long our skin can get burned by the heat from the sun. What should we do to protect it? Right! We 
can keep our skin from burning by putting on sunscreen.  You may need an adult to help you with sunscreen, 
especially when you go swimming.  It’s really tough to reach your back!  Can you think of another way to keep 
the sun from burning our skin while we are outside? (spend time in the shade, wear a hat to protect your face 
and eyes, use an umbrella to create shade where there are no trees, etc). Now let’s think of some fun things 
we can do while we are outside. (examples: Swim, walk, play games, plant a garden (take care of the garden 
and pick the produce), go on a picnic, climb trees, learn about nature.) Great ideas friends! Let’s get to our 
games for today and have some fun! 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Going on a Trip: Give each child a hula hoop to use as a steering wheel and tell them we are all going on a trip today! 

“Let’s all walk around the space as we pretend to drive our cars to the park for a hike! (allow them to do this for a bit 

before moving on). Ok, now put your hoop on the floor and let’s get out of these cars and stretch our bodies. Stand in 
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your hoop and reach up for the ceiling! (Continue as follows; feel free to improvise and use any playground equipment 

that may be available if you are holding class outdoors):  

o Now crouch down real low.  

o Now spread your arms and legs out as wide as they go.  

o We are going to leave our cars here and go for a hike in the forest.  

o Show me how you would walk up a hill . . . down a hill.  

o How would you carry a heavy back pack? 

o Let’s take a break for a snack and water! What kind of snack are you eating? (encourage healthy snack choices) 

o Let’s keep moving, it’s starting to get cold, BRRRR! How would you walk on a cold day? 

o Can you feel the wind blowing? How would you walk on a cold, windy day with the wind blowing in your face? 

o Let’s check for rain, (stretch one hand out to check for rain drops). YES! It’s raining – let’s hurry over there to 

that cave (one corner of the room).  

o Is everyone here? It looks like the rain has stopped. 

o Yay! The sun is out! Let’s keep moving! 

o Let’s pretend we are trees blowing in the wind and our arms and hands are branches. It’s really, really windy! 

Move your “branches” like it’s really windy.   

o Ok, it’s getting dark; let’s head back to our cars. Walk carefully in the dark. Tip toe so we don’t alarm the bears in 

the forest.  

o Oh! Look out for the big puddles from the rain – hop over them! 

o Great job! Find you car and start your engines! Now let’s drive home; that was a great trip! 

Everybody's it!!!: Proclaim, "everybody's it!" and the participants begin trying to tag others, while avoiding getting 

tagged. Simultaneous tags will result in both players being free. Once tagged, participants sit down, extend their arms, 

and try to tag those left running around. The objective is to try to be the last person standing.  Repeat using different 

methods of movement.   

 

*Recess Review: Sometimes the simplest games are my favorite! That was so much fun, and what great exercise! Is your 

heart beating fast? You can put your hand on your chest like this to feel it. Our heart is a muscle and when it beats fast 

that means it is getting exercise; it is good for our hearts to beat fast, it makes them stronger. I am really enjoying this 

sunshine, but it anyone else getting thirsty? Me too! Let’s take a quick break for a drink of water; it is really important to 

drink lots of water when we play outside in the hot sun.  

Water Break 

 

Jumping Jack Relay: Make rows of four cones for each of your teams.  Divide players into teams of four or five each. 

Have the 1st person on each team carry a football (or any ball) while running back and forth, weaving through the cones 

and then back to the starting line. When they return to the beginning, they place the ball on the ground while the whole 

group does 10 jumping jacks and then the next player in line can pick up the ball and run. First team finished wins. 

Water Break 

Color Guard: Review/Repeat from last class 

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Give the children some streamer wands and put on music with a slow rhythm; encourage 

the children to move around slowly with their wands to cool down their bodies. Have the children lead you through 

stretches of all major muscles, naming them each as you go.  
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Wrap-Up (1 min): We had a great class! I love being outside with you all! Remember to get outside everyday if you can 

to enjoy the sunshine – but don’t forget your sun screen when you will be out for long periods of time. No one likes a 

sunburn. Who can help me remember all the healthy habits we have been learning about in class? (Give several children 

the opportunity to talk and help you review the 7 healthy habits: exercise, eat healthy, sleep, wash your hands, limit 

screen time, brush your teeth, and play outside.) Great job everyone! I’m so proud of you for remembering all these 

things and for making the effort to practice each one every day. I’ll see you back here soon to talk about our last healthy 

habit! Have a great day! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know that vitamin D is very important in helping our body take other good vitamins and 

nutrients out of our food? And did you know that the very best way to get vitamin D into your body is to play outside in 

the sunlight? It’s true! The sun provides our bodies with the vitamin D we need; just another reason to play outside 

every day! 
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Class 15 – Healthy Habit #8: KEEP ON SMILING! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 Parachute 

 2 or 3 soft balls 

 Balls of all sizes 

 

Objective: Healthy habits 1 – 7 will be reviewed. The final healthy habit will be introduced and the importance of 

keeping a positive attitude will be discussed. Moderate to vigorous activities will be offered throughout the class.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min):  

Well class, we have now talked about 7 healthy habits. You are all exercising to make your bodies feel great, eating 

healthy foods to refuel your body with good energy, getting a good night’s sleep to recharge, washing your hands often 

to keep the germs away, staying away from the TV and computer all day, playing outside in the sun for fun and vitamin 

D, and brushing your teeth so they are clean and healthy. That means there is just one thing left for you to do . . . smile! 

Healthy habit number 8 is simple, each morning when you wake up, put a smile on your face and tell yourself it will be a 

great day! Smiling is contagious. Who knows what that means? That’s right! Contagious means other people can get the 

same thing if they get too close to you. This can be a bad thing when we are sick because we don’t want to share our 

sick germs with our friends; but smiling and keeping a happy attitude around others can rub off on them and make them 

smile too – what a great thing to share! Not to mention smiling and staying happy makes us feel good even when things 

are not going the way we would like them to. We may not like where we are or what is happening, but we can still 

choose to smile and make the best of it. Let’s practice. You all try to keep a straight face, no smiling! I’m going to walk 

around the room being happy and smiling at you and we will see how many of you start smiling too! (Have fun with this! 

Make it silly and be sure to get everyone smiling). See! I told you smiling and being happy is contagious! Now let’s get to 

some games for today and exercise our bodies, you ready? Great! 

 

Main Activities (25 min):  

Bouncing Balls: Get out your parachute and have the children each find a spot to hold on around the edge. Have the 

children hold the parachute tightly at about chest height. Place 2 or 3 soft balls on the top. Next choose 3 or 4 children 

at a time to crawl underneath the parachute and have them try to knock the balls off while those holding it try to keep 

them on.  

 

*Recess Review: That was great! And look, you are all smiling and having a good time. Playing with our friends is a great 

way to exercise our bodies and put a smile on our face and happiness in our hearts – 2 of our healthy habits! Why don’t 
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you all set the parachute down on the ground in front of you, grab a drink of water, and then come right back here for 

our next game.  

Water Break 

 

Exercise Like Me: While you have the chute out have the children grab hold of the edges with both hands and step back 

to pull the chute tight. Explain that everyone is going to get a turn to pick an exercise for the whole class to perform.  

Walk in one direction for 10 steps counting them out loud; everyone stops on 10 and raises the chute above their heads 

as you call out the name of one child; that child runs under the parachute and performs his / her exercise for the whole 

class to see, then runs back out to his / her original spot and the class lowers the chute to waist high and imitates the 

exercise. Continue this pattern until everyone has had a turn. You may give suggestions of what types of exercises to do 

if the children are struggling to think of something.  

Popcorn: While the children are all holding onto the parachute with two hands, add balls of different sizes and have the 

children shake the parachute trying to keep all balls on. Then have them try to shake all the balls off! 

Hole in One: While still holding the parachute, add two or three balls, explain to the class that they need to work 

together to get all three balls in the center hole without touching the ball with their hands.  

 

*Recess Review: I’m glad to see you are all still smiling! Playing with the parachute is a lot of fun, but can be tiring! Do 

you arms feel tired? Mine too! Let’s take a break from all the arm work and play a game to get our legs moving a bit 

more. Grab some water, keep your smile on, and then meet me in the middle of the room.  

Water Break 

 

Team tag: Start with 2 or 3 children in the middle of the room and the rest of the class lined up against the wall. At your 

signal, the class runs from one side of the room to the other while the children in the middle try to tag as many as they 

can. Anyone who is tagged becomes part of the tag team and remains in the middle. Repeat until all children are in the 

middle, then start a new game. “Players in the middle, you are a team. You must spread out and work together to tag all 

your friends! Remember to be kind and respectful. A gentle tap is all that is needed to tag someone – no hitting.” 

Free Play: If you have extra time, allow the class to pick a favorite game to play until it is time to cool down.  

 

Water Break 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Review the names of all major muscles by using a game of Head, Shoulders, Knees, and 

Toes to cool down today (you will have to change up the words for this; something like “head, deltoids, quads and 

calves”. Make it fun and use the names of muscles as you sing the song and see if the kids can keep up with pointing to 

the right place. Then have the class lead you through stretching all the major muscles; can they remember them all? 

Wrap-Up (1 min): What a fun day! Thank you for joining me and for “catching” my smile! Be sure to pass your smile, and 

your happy attitude, along to your family when you get home. Keep practicing all our healthy habits: exercise, healthy 

food, getting a good night’s sleep, washing your hands, turning off the TV, brushing your teeth, playing outside, and 

smiling! All these healthy habits put together will really help you stay healthy, grow strong, feel good, and look great! 

Have a great day friends and I’ll see you back here real soon! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Don’t forget that smiling is contagious! When you smile at someone, it is very hard for them to resist 

the urge to smile back at you. Smiles are a great way to cheer someone up when they are feeling sad. It even works on 

yourself! If you are in a grumpy mood, make yourself smile and see if you feel better after ward!  Better yet smile at 

yourself in a mirror and see if you can resist the urge to giggle! =)  
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Class 16 – Healthy Habit #8: KEEP ON SMILING! 

Materials Needed for Today:  

 Obstacle Course Equipment 

 Upbeat Music 

 

Objective: All eight healthy habits will be reviewed. The overall theme today is fun. Moderate to vigorous activities will 

be incorporated into the class by choosing games that have been class favorites throughout this session.  

 

Warm Up & Stretch (7 min) – Welcome everyone back and make sure they have their name tags. Allow those arriving 

early to start the obstacle course as the rest of the children enter class. Play Follow the Leader through the obstacle 

course (create before class). Jump out and allow children to take turns being the leader. Add challenges to keep the 

obstacle entertaining.  Instruct children to pay close attention and to freeze at the sound of the whistle.  Once frozen – 

call out a new challenge for obstacle.  Challenges include: slow motion, speed racer, walking like a bear, turn around and 

go the opposite direction, slow motion again, etc.  End by having the children follow you into a circle for stretches and 

circle time. Stretch all major muscles groups, reviewing the names of the muscles as you go.  Review class rules.  

Water Break (allow children to bring their water bottles to the circle for education) 

Mini-Education (5 min): Hello friends! I’m sad because today is the end of our time together. But I am so proud of each 

of you for the work you have been doing to make the healthy habits we have learned about part of your daily routine – 

great work! Keep it up! Just because you may not come to class any more doesn’t mean you should stop your new 

healthy habits. These are habits you can stick to for the rest of your life! They are good habits for everyone to follow, 

young and old alike. So keep exercising by playing with your friends, keep making healthy food choices most of the time, 

keep going to bed on time each night, keep washing your hands often, keep turning off the TV so that you can get up 

and play outside, keep brushing your teeth every morning and every night, and never stop smiling!!!! It’s great too that 

we can put some of these habits into practice at the same time. For instance, we can turn the TV or the computer off, go 

outside, and play a game with our friends to exercise. That covers 3 of our healthy habits! Then when we are finished, 

we can come in, wash our hands and choose a healthy snack to refuel our bodies. That covers 2 more healthy habits! I 

almost forgot that we can do all these things with a smile on our face because we will be having so much fun! That 

means we have just put 6 of our 8 healthy habits into practice. Now just remember to brush your teeth before going to 

bed right on time and you have covered them all! See how simple it is? I know you are all going to do a great job keeping 

up these healthy habits. Now let’s have some fun together one last time. Who is ready to get up and play some games? 

Great! 

 

Main Activities (25 min): Today is a free day! Pull out all the stops; let the class decide what their favorite games were 

and play as many as you can. Be sure as you play that the overall theme is fun and review of what we have been 

teaching throughout this session. HAVE FUN! 

Water Break (take a few of these during your games and talk about the healthy habits throughout class time) 

 

Cool Down / Stretch (7 min): Review the names of all major muscles by using a game of Head, Shoulders, Knees, and 

Toes to cool down today (you will have to change up the words for this; something like “head, deltoids, quads and 

calves”. Make it fun and use the names of muscles as you sing the song and see if the kids can keep up with pointing to 

the right place. Then have the class lead you through stretching all the major muscles; can they remember them all? 

Wrap-Up (1 min): I have had so much fun with you my friends! Thank you for joining me. I hope you all had as much fun 

as I did. Let’s review our healthy habits one last time before you go: #1 Exercise; #2 Make healthy food choices; #3 Go to 
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bed on time; #4 Wash your hands often; #5 Turn off the TV and computer; #6 Brush your teeth; #7 Have fun in the sun; 

#8 Keep on smiling! Great work, you remembered them all! Go, be healthy, smile, and have fun! Good-bye friends! 

 

Fitness Fun Fact: Did you know it is easier for the muscles in your face to smile than it is for them to frown? It’s true! So 

don’t make those face muscles work too hard; turn that frown upside down and smile! 


